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Abstract—This paper introduces a novel perception frame-
work that has the ability to identify & track objects in au-
tonomous vehicle’s field of view. The proposed algorithms don’t
require any training for achieving this goal. The framework
makes use of ego-vehicle’s pose estimation and a KD-Tree-based
segmentation algorithm to generate object clusters. In turn,
using a VFH technique, the geometry of each identified object
cluster is translated into a multi-modal PDF and a motion model
is initiated with every new object cluster for the purpose of
robust spatio-temporal tracking. The methodology further uses
statistical properties of high-dimensional probability density
functions and Bayesian motion model estimates to identify &
track objects from frame to frame. The effectiveness of the
methodology is tested on a KITTI dataset. The results show
that the median tracking accuracy is around 91% with an end-
to-end computational time of 153 milliseconds.
I. INTRODUCTION
Perception systems play an instrumental role in the safe,
successful, and reliable navigation of autonomous vehicles
(AVs). Fundamentally, the perception system of an au-
tonomous vehicle translates input data from the sensors into
semantic information describing which objects are present,
their associated pose, and the spatio-temporal relationship be-
tween them. Perception systems use segmentation [1], feature
extraction [2], and classification [3] techniques to generate
this information. Traditional pipelines tend to optimize each
technique individually. However, advancements in learning
representations and deep learning methods [4], [5] made it
possible to develop end-to-end pipelines to optimize overall
pipeline performance. Today, most perception research for
AVs focuses on processing sensor data from cameras and
LiDAR, primarily using 3D object detection methods. As
pointed out by Arnold et al., [6], 3D object detection methods
can be broadly divided into three categories: 1) monocular-
imagebased methods, 2) point-cloudbased (PCL) methods,
and 3) fusion-based methods.
Monocular-image-based primarily focus on estimating 3D
bounding boxes based on monocular images that lack in-
formation on depth perception. These methods predict a 3D
bounding box for all identified 2D candidates. The bounding
algorithms can be based on neural networks [7], geometrical
constraints [8], or 3D model matching [9], [10].
Point-cloud-based methods focus on processing the data
produced by 3D scanners such as stereo cameras or LiDAR.
Some PCL-based methods can be similar to monocular-
image-based methods in the sense they first transform the
PCL data into a 2D image using plane, spherical, or cylin-
drical project methods [11], [12], [13], and then predict a 3D
bounding box using spatiotemporal dimensional regressions.
In related literature, these methods are typically referred
to as projection-based methods. Other approaches such as
volumetric convolution [14], [15] or point-nets methods [16],
[17]are proposed to minimize the information loss.
Fusion-based methods make use of PCL data from 3D
scanners and texture data from monocular images to improve
the overall accuracy of the pipeline [18].
While all these methods are extremely valuable for ad-
vancing the frontier of perception algorithms, they heavily
rely on extensive and exhaustive training to achieve any
reasonable level of performance. The training is data in-
tensive, and large-scale image datasets like ImageNet [19],
KITTI [20], and Virtual KITTI [21] are specifically created
for this purpose. Furthermore, it is practically impossible to
exhaustively enumerate all possible real-world scenarios in a
training dataset.
To address some of these limitations, we propose a novel
perception algorithmone that requires no trainingfor identi-
fying & tracking objects in an autonomous vehicle’s field
of view. According to the methodology, by using the pose-
estimation information of an ego vehicle, the PCL data from
a 3D scanner (stereo camera or LiDAR) is transformed
into a world coordinate system. Then, a KD-Treebased data
segmentation algorithm (DBSCAN in this case) is used to
associate a group of points with a particular obstacle. In turn,
we employ a viewpoint feature histogram (VFH) technique
to translate the geometry of each of the obstacle clusters
into multi-modal probability density functions [22], and a
motion model is initiated for each new object. These steps
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are repeated for each new data frame.
Furthermore, the methodology uses the following three
tests for the purpose of mapping object clusters from one
frame to another. First, to identify feature similarity, we
take the VFH associated with each object in the previous
frame and run a chi-squared distance test on mean for all
objects in the current frame. The purpose of this test is
to generate a subset of possible matches for each object
cluster. Second, we convert the VFH of each object and its
potential matches into cumulative density functions (CDFs)
by computing the volume integral of each cluster. We then
employ a maximum deviation test (MDT) [23], [24] to
compare statistical similarities between each of the candidate
clusters and the subject object. The candidate with the highest
MDT score is chosen as the final candidate. The MDT test,
however, fails to identify scenarios in which objects with
similar geometric shapes are in very close proximity to each
other. To address this limitation, we employ a Bayesian
motion model estimate that provides the likelihood of each
candidate to reach that candidate objects position in the light
of new data. The candidate object with the highest likelihood
is selected as a final candidate. A probability decay model
is then employed to make decisions about cluster objects
with no association. Finally, the usefulness of the proposed
framework is evaluated using KITTI dataset.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II introduces the perception algorithmic framework in more
detail, Section III presents details of KITTI dataset used to
test the proposed framework, Section IV presents analysis of
the results, and Section V provides conclusions and points
out future lines of work.
II. PERCEPTION FRAMEWORK
As mentioned in Section I the purpose of this paper is
to present a novel framework for identifying & tracking
dynamic objects within the field of view of an autonomous
vehicle. The framework doesn’t require any training. A high
level overview of the methodlody is presented in Figure 1.
Fig. 1: High Level Overview of Methodology
As it can be seen, the methodology can be divided into four
steps: 1) Ego-vehicle pose estimation, 2) Data segmentation
& object identification, 3) Frame-to-frame object tracking,
and 4) Super frame generation. Details on each of these steps
are presented below.
A. Ego-vehicle pose estimation
An ego-vehicle must first understand its current location
and orientation for the purpose of navigation. This is a
critical task as it allows the ego-vehicle to identify and
localize other objects within its field of view thereby ensuring
the navigational safety. Typically, AVs make use of GPS,
velocity, and IMU data for this task. In this paper, we employ
EKF algorithm for this task. The algorithm uses IMU data
for belief state estimation, and GPS & velocity data for
correcting measurement errors. The output of the algorithm
is a 6D pose estimation of the ego-vehicle that includes its
location and orientation.
B. Data filtering, segmentation & object identification
Given our main objective in this framework is to identify
and track only static & dynamic agents in the environment,
the segments of LiDAR point cloud that represent the ground
plane are inconsequential for our purposes. So, to filter out
these points, we model the point cloud data pertaining to the
ground/pavement to lie along the plane ’ax + by + ca + d =
0’, and make use of RANSAC algorithm to filter out these
points [25]. Next, using the pose estimation information of an
ego-vehicle generated in the previous step, the filtered PCL
data from a 3D scanner (LiDAR in this case) is transformed
into a world coordinate system.
A KD-Tree based data segmentation algorithm (DBSCAN
in this case) is then used to associate a group of points with a
particular obstacle [26]. The computational complexity of this
algorithm is O(n log n). In turn, VFH technique in employed
to translate the geometry of each of the obstacle clusters into
multi-modal probability density functions. A motion model
with seven parameters [x, y, z, vx, vy , θ] is initiated for each
new object. At the outset, all velocity values in the state
vector are set to zero. Steps 1 and 2 are repeated for each
new data frame.
C. Frame-to-frame object tracking
Frame-to-frame object tracking is the most critical step of
this pipeline. As the reader might know, the ability to quantify
and resolve uncertainties in object mapping is non-trivial. We
carefully considered computational complexity and statistical
robustness while trying to minimize the mismatches.
Algorithm 1 describes methodology for frame-to-frame
object tracking. As described in the algorithm the sets An−1
and An contain object clusters in frames ’n-1’, and ’n’
respectively. Let ain−1, and a
j
n respectively represent object
clusters ’i’ and ’j’ in An−1 and An. Let F in−1 and F
j
n
represent CDFs associated with object clusters ain−1 and a
j
n
respectively. Finally, P(i,j) represents a subset of potential
matches for the object ain−1 in An.
The algorithm makes use of up to three different tests
while finalizing the cluster mapping. For each ain−1 in An−1
Algorithm 1: Frame-to-frame object tracking
An−1 = set of object clusters in frame ’n-1’;
An = set of object clusters in frame ’n’;
ain−1 = object cluster ’i’ in An−1;
ajn = object cluster ’j’ in An;
P(i,j) = subset of potential matches of ain−1 in An;
F in−1, F
j
n = CDFs of a
i
n−1, a
j
n;
S(i,j) = vector of MDT scores;
for ain−1 ∈ An−1 do
for ajn ∈ An do
perform χ˜2 distance test between [ain−1, a
j
n];
if χ˜2 == True then
add ajn to P(i,j)
end
end
if n(P(i,j)) > 1 then
for a(i,j) ∈ P(i,j) do
compute si,j between Fi,j and F in−1;
update S(i,j)
end
end
if MDT scores tied == True then
use motion model to pick final candidate
end
else
pick cluster with highest MDT as a match
end
if n(P(i,j)) == 1 then
ajn ∈ n(P(i,j)) is the match
end
if P(i,j) = = ∅ then
obstacle match not found
end
Update the confidence using decay model
end
a chi-squared distance test is conducted between ain−1 and
with every member of An. Every ajn that passes the test is
considered a potential match and is added to the set P(i,j).
On the other hand, if the set P(i,j) has only one member,
then that member is automatically treated as a match. If
the set P(i,j) is an empty set, the object cluster is flagged
for no match and the confidence of algorithm for tracking
this obstacle is decreased using a probability decay model.
If the confidence of tracking will be increased if a match
is found in the subsequent frame and so on. At any point
in time, if the confidence of tracking an object cluster falls
below a threshold value, then that cluster will be discarded.
Lastly, if the set P(i,j) has more than one potential match,
we score the statistical similarity between every Fi,j in
P(i,j) and F in−1 (please note that these cumulative density
fuctions are generated by computing the volumetric integral
of the corresponding VFH). The object cluster with highest
MDT score is picked as a final match. We make use of a
motion model estimate to resolve ties in MDT scores for
the candidates. Equations 1a, 1b, 1c, 1d represent the state
equations for the motion model. We make use of EKF updates
in the Bayesian setting to generate motion model updates.
Please note since this test requires a motion estimate, it is
only possible after the third frame from the initialization.
SV = [X,Y, Z, Vx, Vy, θ], (1a)
V =
Xn −Xn−1
∂T
, (1b)
AT =
∂V
∂T
, (1c)
AN =
√
A−AT (1d)
Algorithm 2: Data Analysis Flow
Data: Vehicle sensor configuration (Si)
Data: Initial vehicle pose estimate (xi)
Initialize Vehicle (avi)
initiate occupancy map (Mi);
initiate tracked obstacle vector (Obsi);
initiate raw sensor data vector (Si);
set point cloud generated (ci = 0);
end
while (avi is alive) do
Si
j = READ SENSOR INPUT(j), j ∈ Sensors(§i);
(xi) = UPDATE POSE(Si, xi);
Point Cloud (pi) = GENERATE POINT
CLOUD(xi, Si);
ci = ci + 1;
(pi) = FILTER POINT CLOUD(pi);
(pi) = REMOVE GROUND PLANE(pi);
Object Cluster (nObsi) = DBSCAN(pi);
nObsi
k −→ COMPUTE VFH, k ∈ nObsi;
FRAME TO FRAME OBJECT TRACKING();
Obsi
j = UPDATE VECTOR(nObsij , αi), j ∈ nObsi;
kdTreei = UPDATE KDTREE(Obsij), j ∈ Obsi;
UPDATE OCCUPANCY MAP(Mi, Obsi);
if Time(t) ≥ TriggerT ime then
SuperFrame(SF i) −→ initialize;
Oi = GETHIGHCONFIDENCECLUSTERS(Mi);
BROADCAST MSG(EncodeMsg(Oi));
end
end
D. Super frame generation
At the end of the previous step, the occupancy map for
every existing object is registered onto an Octomap and
VFH and motion model are initiated for any newly identified
objects. As the algorithm marches forth in time, the con-
fidence of tracking of objects in ego-vehicle’s environment
increases. Even though, it is not within the scope of this
paper, the information from the Octomap can be encoded and
shared with other AVs in the vicinity for other multi-agent
coordination applications.
III. DATA SET
We tested the framework described in Section II using a
KITTI dataset. The dataset we used consists of PCL data
from both stereo camera and LiDAR, GPS data, IMU data,
IMU to LiDAR calibration matrix, and local transforms. We
used only LiDAR PCL data in our experiments. As shown
in Figure 2 the selected data set consists of 2 bicyclists
traveling in the same direction as that of the ego-vehicle, and
another automobile traveling in the opposite direction of ego-
vehicle. We developed the software infrastructure for both
topic generation and perception framework implementation.
Algorithm 2 provides high-level details of the data analysis
flow.
Fig. 2: Schematic of the data set
IV. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The analysis section is divided into three subsections: first,
we will make some general observations on analysis; second,
we will discuss details of a scenario where the proposed
algorithm was able to distinguish two bicyclists next to each
other; third, we will present tracking accuracy statistics of
the framework, and finally we will discuss computational
scalabity of the framework.
A. General observations
Figure 3 presents a schematic of the raw LiDAR point
cloud data provided by the KITTI data set. Figure 4 repre-
sents viewpoint feature histogram of two identified objects.
The x-axis of this figure represents the coded geometric
feature, whereas the y-axis represents its corresponding fre-
quency. As it is evident from the figure these histograms are
high dimensional in nature. Lastly, Figure 5 represents frame
to frame output generated by our perception algorithmic
framework.
B. Ability to resolve data association issues
As shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 for a part of the
duration the bicyclists were so close to each other such
that their corresponding viewpoint feature histograms are
statistically significantly similar. These VFHs are presented
in Figure 7. As a result maximum deviation test failed to
distinguish the CDFs associated with these VFHs as two
distinct objects. However, as demonstrated in Figure 8 the
motion model estimate was able to distinguish that these
object clusters belong to two different objects. This scenario
Fig. 3: LiDAR Point Cloud data)
Fig. 4: Example VFH output)
Fig. 5: Tracking across frame)
demonstrates the robustness of the proposed framework in
object identification & tracking.
C. Tracking accuracy
To summarize the usefulness of the proposed framework,
we computed summary statistics for tracking accuracy and
ego-pose estimation. The figure 9 presents a standard boxplot
for summarizing the descriptive statistics of these parameters:
red circles in the plot represent median success values,
whereas the values within the box represent the data within
Fig. 6: Data association issue
Fig. 7: Failed MDT test
Fig. 8: Demonstration of successful tracking
the inter-quartile range. As it can be seen, the tracking
accuracy of the framework ranged between 87% - 92% with
the median around 91%. Similarly, the ego-pose estimation
has a median accuracy of around 97%.
D. Computational times
We logged the process times of various processes in order
to evaluate the computational scalability of the proposed
algorithms. The tests are conducted on a machine with a
2-core Intel i7 2.7 GHz processor. The average statistics
of the computational times are presented in table I. As it
can be seen, the table has two columns: column-1 pro-
vides information on the process name, whereas column-2
contains information on the average computational time in
milliseconds. The average computational time of the overall
methodology is about 153 milliseconds or 6.5Hz. Please note
that this time is without employing any code optimization
Fig. 9: Boxplot of tracking accuracy
techniques. Furthermore, data association and PCL filtering
take about 86% of the computational times. We are in the
process of updating these algorithms.
PROCESS COMPUTATION TIME (ms)
LiDAR Point Cloud Filtering 57.42
Pose Estimation (EKF) 15.87
Point Cloud Transformation 13.23
Data Association (DBSCAN) 75.49
Frame-to-frame mapping (MDT) 19.25
Methodology Total 153.4615 (6.5 Hz)
TABLE I: Processing Times on 2-Core Intel i7 2.7 GHz
Processor
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we introduced a novel perception framework
that has the ability to identify & track objects in autonomus
vehicle’s field of view. The algorithmic framework doesn’t
require any training for achieving this goal. It makes use
of ego-vehicle’s pose estimation and a KD-Tree-based DB-
SCAN algorithm to generate object clusters. The geometry of
each object cluster is translated into a multi-modal PDF using
a VFH technique. An associated motion model is initiated
with every new object cluster for the purpose of robust spatio-
temporal tracking of that object. The methodology further
uses statistical properties of high-dimensional probabilistic
functional spaces and Bayesian motion model estimates to
identify & track objects from frame to frame. The effective-
ness of the methodology is tested on a KITTI dataset. The
results demonstrate the robustness of algorithmic framework
both in terms of tracking accuracy and computational scala-
bility.
In future, we intend to extend the framework in the follow-
ing directions: First, we want to employ code optimization
techniques to further enhance the computational scalability.
Second, we are interested in fusing the proposed algorithms
with our multi-agent sensor fusion algorithms for the purpose
of identifying and resolving false negatives in autonomous
navigation [24]. Third, we are interested in developing com-
putationally scalable physics-based simulation infrastructure
for testing these ideas further.
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